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Staff m em ber retires after two decades of service

Alexander watched as Grand Valley evolved
By Greg Barnes
Staff Writer
Lee Alexander, 64, has seen
many changes at this institution.
On Friday, Alexander will re
tire after 20 years of service to
the university.
He began working the "scrub
shift" in Kistler Hall on Sept. 3,
1972, when he was hired into
the Grand Valley College Plant
Services DepartmentGrand Valley State Univer
sity as we know it today was
only a college d u ring
Alexander's first 10 years here.
"I started off in Kistler on third
shift, back then there were few
buildings— not as many as to
day anyway— and I've seen
many changes. It's been funny
to see how the students have
changed," said A lexander,
commenting on the clothing
styles and hairdos of the past 20
years.
He added that he hopes to see
the trend of "serious students"
at Grand Valley; he notices how
the focus of many of the stu
dents has changed from one of
lackadaisical to more deter
mined and serious.
Butthroughthemanychanges
that evolved on this campus,
one thing that remained the
same was the dedication, and
hard work that Alexander pro
vided.
"Lee always came into his job
knowing what needed to be
done. He never gives anyone a
hard time, and his dedication
and quality shows in his work,"
said plant services supervisor

Lee Alexander, shown here busy at one of his favorite hobbies, will retire Friday after 20 years of service to Grand
as giving him an opportunity to
as it has," Coomber added.
Farley Coomber. "He is a great
meet people and make many
Alexander's colleagues com
guy, and always gets along
friends.
mented on the pride he has in his
with his fellow employees."
Alexander recalls playing
job. Many of them said they will
"He's been here longer than
many
hours of pool with some
be
sad
to
see
him
go.
I have, and has seen many
of the students on campus,
During an interview with
changes. I always found it
teaching them the game that has
Alexander, he expressed his
amazing how his spirit and
won
him a few titles.
gratitude toward the university
dedication for the job could
During
his time off he plans
for allowing him to work and
have maintained such a high
on
spending
more time with his
create
a
living
for
himself,
as
well
level of perfection for as long
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Valley.
eight children and six grand
children, not to mention re
fining his pool game to
hopefully add yet another
trophy to his impressive col
lection.
A retirement reception for
Alexander will be held Feb.
26 from 3p.m. to 5p.m. at the
Mainsail Lounge in Kirkhof.

Larcenies hit Grand Valley hard, especially at Field House
By Dale Waltz
Staff Writer
Field House personnel has
increased locker room patrols
after three larcenies were re
ported in the building in one
week..
A total of four separate inci
dents of theft, three of which
occurred at the Field House,
were reported on campus the
week of Feb. 6-13, according to
police reports.
There have been 13 larcenies
reported for 1992 as of Feb. 22.
First Incident
A female student reported a
larceny at the Field House on
Feb.6.
The student reportedly put
her coat, which contained her
wallet, in an unlocked room at
approximately 8:30 a.m., along
with other coats. When she
returned around 9:30 p.m-, she
found her wallet missing.

After talking with other
people who had also placed
their coats in the room, she
found that her wallet was the
only one taken.
Contents in the wallet in
cluded her credit cards,
driver's license, and other
miscellaneous items.
The incident remains open
and has been turned over to a
detective.
Second Incident
A male student reported
several clothing items missing
from a clothes dryer in Kistler
Hall on Feb.10.
After washing his clothes
and placing them in a dryer,
he then left for dinner from
6:15 p.m. to 7 p.m. and upon
returning, found the dryer
empty.
Missing items include four
long-sleeved flannel shirts
and two pairs of jeans.
The case is open and has

been turned over to a detective.
Third Incident
A male student reported a theft
from the men's locker room of
the Field House around 3 p.m.
on Feb. 12.
The student put some items in
a locker, latched the lock, and
left for approximately 15 min
utes.

He noticed the locker open
and his items missing when he
returned.
The missing items included
a brown leather jacket, cash,
and a wallet containing a
driver's license, credit cards,
and other miscellaneous items.
The student said the lock tha t
he locked the locker with may

not have been latched tightly.
The case rem ains open
pending new leads or devel
opments.
Fourth Incident
Another incident also oc
curred in the men's locker
room of the Field House.
The following items were
Please see LARCENIES, p. 3

P olitical actio n next step in zoning fig h t
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer
Grand Valley students who live
in Allendale are urged to register
to vote to help fight the proposed
zoning change.
The Allendale Township Board
is scheduled to vote on the zoning
proposal March 8. The proposal
would limit the area where stu
dents could live in Allendale.
If it passes, the next step in

fighting it is to petition for a
special ballot, said James Ryder,
Student Senate vice-president
of political actions.
The derisioij to start register
ing Grand Valley students came
after the Allendale Township
Planning Commission refused
to work with the Student Senate
to setupatask force todeal with
land and behavioral problems,
Ryder said.
President Lubbers, in an ad-

dress to the Student Senate last
Thursday, said he supports the
actions of the Student Senate
100 percent.
The Student Senate is invit
ing students to become depu
tized registrars, which enables
them to registerotherstudents
to vote.
The depu ti zi ng is sched uled
forThursday, Feb. 25,at4 p.m.
in the Portside room of
Kirkhof.
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Choosing
classes made
easier:
Automated
audits mailed
to students
By Janet Meana
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Staff Writer
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Automated audits will
let students see what
classes they have already
taken and exactly what
classes they need to take
for their specific major,
minor or emphasis area,
according to Lynn Blue,
Grand Valley registrar.
It will also include basic
skill requirements and
general education re
quirements.
They can be thought of
as a personalized catalog
or a planning document
that will make choosing
classes easier.
The audits will become
part of the registration
packet that is mailed to
each student in February
and October.
Students in good
standing will no longer
be required to have their
advisor's signature to
register for classes, Blue
said.
This week, degree au
dits are being mailed to
all undergraduate, de
gree-seeking students at
Grand Valley.
In the past, audits were
only completed for se
niors, Blue said. That was
usually too late if a mis
take had been made and
the student didn't meet
the graduation require
ments.
Blue urges students not
to panic if the audits are
different from what they
expect. Differences can
be accounted for in sev
eral ways, Blue said.
Special arrangements
between students and ad
visors for class substitu
tions will not be on the
audits until the records
office is made aware of
them.
Qasses taken before fall
of 1984 won't be on the
audits either.
Any discrepancies can
be taken care of by calling
or going to the records of
fice in the lower level of
Seidman House.
The automated audit
has been in the develop
ing stage for the last six
years, according to Blue.
The process involved
building a database of
student records, courses
and degree plans.
It also required the
catalogs of 190 transfer
schools to be loaded onto
the system. About half
the students at Grand
Valley are transfer stu
dents and it is necessary
for the system to be able
to select course equiva
lents, Blue said.
Transfer students have
been receiving the audits
since 1990.

"l didn't see it until it was right in
front of me," Betty LaFrance said. "I
slammed on my brakes, closed my eyes
and hit i t "
LaFrance had been driving south on
42nd Ave. just past the Campus View
Apartments on Feb. 14 when she hit
the first deer she had ever seen since
coming to Grand Valley.
The accident resulted in $1,300 dam
age to her vehicle.
According to Lt. Beld of the Ottawa
County Sheriff's Department, there
were seven reported vehicle/deer acci
dents on 42nd Ave. in 1992.
The number of vehicle/deer acci
dents for 1992 haven't been totaled yet,
according to Gary Bubar, a community
safety consultant for AAA Michigan.
Butin 1991,48,233 vehicle/deer acci
dents were reported in Michigan. Ot
tawa County accounted for 735 of those
and Kent County recorded the most of
any Michigan county with 1,662.
The majority of vehicle/deer acci
dents occur in October, November and
December, but they do happen all year,
Bubar said. Two-thirds of them hap
pen at night.
Deer whistles can be used on ve
hicles to try and prevent accidents,
Bubar said. There is insufficient data to
tell if the whistles really work, but he
said there are some people who swear
by them.
A spokeswoman for Meijer said they

1000

2000

NUMBER OF VEHICLE/DEER ACCIDENTS
LANTHORN GRAPHIC

have the whistles on their
trucks and the consensus
is that they do work.
A spokesman for
Steelcase said they can't

say for sure if the whistles
work, but they decided as
cheap as the whistles are, it is
worth putting them on their
trucks. The Only problem is

keeping them clean, he said.
When they get full of bugs they
don't work.

Board of control hears reports on satellite
courses, minority enrollment, zoning
By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley Board of
Control heard reports on the
progress of courses offered via
satellite, the increase in minor
ity enrollment and the status of
the Allendale zoning proposal
at a general meeting on Feb. 19
at the Eberhard Center.
SATELLITE COURSES
Grand Valley continues to
lead in the field of satellite com
munications through accredited
classes in the state of Michigan.
People who enroll in the classes
are concentrated in the Upper
Peninsulaorother rural areas in
the state. Nursing and special
education classes for teachers
are the only programs offered
via satellite from Grand Valley.

218 students enrolled from out
of state. The entire enrollment
of winter 1993 is 12,099 stu
dents.
ZONING
Len VanPopering, president
of the Student Senate, ad
dressed the board on a variety
of issues, but Allendale's zon
ing proposal took precedence.
VanPopering said that after
Allendale's zoning commis
sions passing of the proposal
to the Allendale Township
Board the Student Senate has
"entered a new stage" con
cerning the zoning proposal.
Members of the Student
Senate will be deputized by
members of
the Ottawa
County
SherifPs De
partment on
Feb. 25, to

MINORITY ENROLLMENT
The enroll
ment of minor
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enable the senators to register
students to vote on the zoning
proposal.
BOARD APPOINTMENTS
Robert C. Pew III was re-ap
pointed to the board being the
only member in the history of
the board to be appointed by
two governors of different po
litical parties.
Donna K. Brooks, who was
appointed by Gov. John Engler,
was introduced as a new mem
ber.
Judith S. Hooker was nomi
nated and voted in as the vice
chairperson of the board.
Chairman Paul Johnson an
nounced that this would be his

Forever Sun

3 mo. Membership - $ 1 0 .0 0 fee/$3.0O per visit

Tan For Spring

last year in accepting the posi
tion of the chairmanship for
the board and his position on
the Board of Controls.
In addition, the Board heard
reports on housing and bud
get.
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“We can do better” President urges
in his State Of the Union Address
By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer
President Bill Clinton out
lined federal budget cuts and
his overall plan for America's
next four years in his State of
the Union Address to a joint
session of Congress on Feb. 17.
The President's plan for ac
tion outlined four points:
•A move from consumption

to investment
•A change from stagnation to
action
•Reduce the deficit
•Cut governmental spending
One of the president's main
concerns is to reform the health
care system. He will present a
health reform package this
spring, after the health care re
form task force, headed by the
first lady, concludes their study

Housing alternatives
offered at landlord fair
By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor

of the present health system in
America.
Those who receive Social Se
curity and are in foe higher
income brackets will pay taxes
on their social security pay
ments. This will affect 20 per
cent of those who receive so
cial security benefits.
A broad based tax on energy
is also proposed to reduce foe
deficit. The BTU Tax will con
serve on energy and be envi
ronmentally responsible foe
president said. The tax will
affect those families that make
over $40,000 annually by an
increase of $17 per month.
Those households who make
under $30,000annually will not

be affected by foe tax.
President Clinton noted foe
increased cost on energy will
be balanced out by lower in
terest rates that will surface
upon the lowering of the defi
cit by foe added tax on energy.

used to reduce the deficit
President Clinton cited pro
posals such as job reform; to
pass the Brady Bill and a tough
crime bill; to push through
NAFTA (free trade agreement);
and other issues such as: envi. ronmental cleanup, an empha
sis on small business, and in
frastructure repair.
One hundred fifty total cuts
in governmental sending that
will amount to $246 billion are
proposed. Twenty-fivepercent
offoeWhiteHouse'scosts were
the first cuts last week.
President Clinton ended his
addresses with a final message
to the country: "not with our
words, but with our deeds."

Reducing the deficit will
demand mostofClinton'stime.
No cuts in M edicare were
iromised. Those who make
180,000 and above annually
will pay 36 percent in taxes as
opposed to the present 31 per
cent . Tax hikes and equalizing
the tax burden on foreign and
domestic corporations remain
ing in foe United States are
other measures that will be

The annual Landlord Fair provided students with information
on off-campus housing.
Held Feb. 15 at 6:30p.m. in the West Commons, the Landlord
Fair this year consisted of representatives from five apartment
complexes located near Grand Valley's Allendale campus.
Boltwood Apartments, Campus View Apartments, Campus
West Apartments, Grand Valley Apartments, and University
Apartments all were represented at the fair. Table attendants
provided brief descriptions of their apartment, the prices they
charge for both summer and school year leases, and other perks
of their individual housing complexes.
Each apartment complex tended to emphasize one of two
things: price or newness. Campus View, Campus West, and
Grand Valley Apartments, while mentioning remodeling, etc.,
chiefly advertised their lower prices. University and especially
Boltwood Apartments were more expensive, but offered a more
moden apartment
On-campus options were also represented by an unattended
table containing on-campus housing application forms and lottery
applications.

International students visit state capital
By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor
On Feb. 17 a group consisting
o f both international and
American students visited Lansing
While there they met with
Michigan State Senator William
Van Reeenmorter and Repre...................
sentative Leo Stille,
both of'
which represent foe area which

/■

;

n

'University senate
to vote on school
structure
According to memoran
dum from William Bell, chair
of the University Academic
Senate, UAS will be voting
at a meeting Feb. 26 on the
following proposals regard
ing institutional restructur
ing:
1) that foe School of Edu
cation be made an autono
mous unit
2) that foe School of Nurs
ing be made an autonomous
unit
3) that foe School of Social
Work be made an autono
mous unit
4) if UAS votes to grant
autonomy to any or all of the
above units, a task force be
established to consider ques
tions arising from foe Senate
subcommittees, including
but not limited to personnel
policies, governance repre
sentation, and neutral bud
get impact
5) that a task force be estab
lished to develop guidelines
for the establishment of au
tonomous units in the future/

includes Grand Valley State University.
They also toured foe newly-retorea
capital
star-----r -~ building,
„ as well as
the State Library of Michigan and
the Michigan Historical Museum,
Funding for the trip was providedbyacooperativegrantgiven
to Grand Valley last year by foe
Association for International
Educators (NASSA).
In cooperative grants, foe re
cipient university must match
grant funds.
Grand Valley is using this grant
to sponsor activities which deal
with aspects of American life. In
the past, these have included at
tending a Native American Pow
wow in Ann Arbor, and making
a visit to a retirement home.

^LARCENIES, from p. 1
missing from an unlocked
locker: a pair of jeans, a
gym bag containing per
sonal items, and a key ring
that held keys to automo
biles and keys to five tool
boxes.
The case remains open.
The Department of P u b
lie Safety reminds every
one to secure items in a
locked locker and to not
leave items of value unat
tended.
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speaking
with Frank Buscemi

Thank you, Grand Valleyl
On February 10, we attended a "Senior B all" given by stu
dents at Grand Valley. I am writing to tell you what a wonder
ful time we had! It was one of the most enjoyable evenings. I
think the young people there enjoyed it as much as we did.
They made us feel like royalty! The atmosphere, decorations,
food, music and their participation made it all so grand. Thank
you to all who inspired this dance and invited us seniors.
Two people who will remember this for a long time,
Mary Rose & Ed Zarzecki

GVSU stepping into future

Wednesday, Feb ru ary 24, 1993

By Chris Olsen
Staff Writer
Though Grand Valley
may not be the Harvard of
Michigan, the university is
still a quality institution that
is growing.
Much criticism falls upon
the university from its
students for the lack of
some components that
larger universities might
provide.
Why did these individu
als choose Grand Valley?
No idea.
The university is in its
childhood stage of existence
as far as universities go,
which is not a reason for
skepticism.
Constructive criticism is
positive for Grand Valley.
It offers different view
points to certain issues or
aspects that the university
can act on in future issues
and development.
Universities do not begin
as pillars of the learning,
but as institutions that
strive for growth and
research, thus Grand Valley.
Intense instructors and
difficult curriculums are
keys to success if Grand
Valley is to take that next
educational step closer to
the older established
universities in foe state.
People who say Grand
Valley is not foe University
of Michigan are correct, but
those individuals should
realize that Grand Valley
has not been around as
long.
Time and commitment to
learning will build Grand
Valley, not destructive
criticism.
Often we as students, and
student writers focus upon

the negative aspects of
Grand Valley.
GVSU has many student
leaders and student groups
which pursue their interests
with great success, which
make them inquisitive
towards the university's
actions.
The faculty is growing
and recruiting individuals
that are highly regarded
within their fields due to
foe amount of opportunities
that Grand Valley can
provide these instructors.
The facilities (buildings
and structures) at Grand
Valley are in better shape
than the older universities
in foe state due to foe age of
foe university.
For a university of Grand
Valley's size, it provides a
large field of majors to
choose from, and these
fields are growing. The
Seidman School of Business
is well respected, while foe
physical therapy depart
ment proves to be the best
in foe state.
These are all example of
how Grand Valley is
making leaps and bounds
towards educational
prominence.
The only catch is that it
takes special individuals to
help Grand Valley take that
next step, and that means
student involvement.
By getting involved in
organizations on campus, a
student not only helps foe
university, but assists
themselves with valuable
experiences.
People who complain
about Grand Valley and do
not participate are in
comparison to people who
do not vote, but complain
about their president.

The points of view expressed in this section do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staffs of The
Lanthom or of Grand Valley State University.
Letters to the Editor should be 500 words or less,
and The Lanthom reserves the right to edit for content,
space, and readability.
Submissions may be dropped off in The Lanthom
office, downstairs Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to
the following address:
Grand Valley State University
The Lanthom- "Letters to the Editor"
One College Landing
Allendale, Ml 49401

Editorial Phone 895-3120
Business Phone 895-3608
FAX 895-3700
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WORD OF MOUTH
I sat eating a Heath Bar
during the NBA Finals in
1989. I bit into the wonderful
slab of English toffee and felt
a funny pinch in my mouth,
but, as usual, I ignored it.
Two days later, I was
eating breakfast in Florida
when I bit into something
that wasn't part of the
McDonald's I brought to the
condo. I stuck my hand into
my mouth and pulled out a
splinter of one of my teeth.
There foe adventure began.
I went to the dentist, by
force, some time later for the
first time in two years. They
told me they could fix the
broken tooth with minimal
complications.
I'd had some awful
experiences with dentists.
For instance, foe time I was
given eight or nine shots
because my mouth wouldn't
go numb. When it finally did
go numb, it was numb for
two days. Have you ever
tried to function with your
face numb for two days? It is
quite difficult First of all,
you can't really speak
English. You begin to sound
like that guy Mush Mouth
from the old 'T at Albert
Show." You eat food that
you're not really sure you're
eating - like your tongue.
That compulsive drooling
begins to be a problem too.
This time I thought it
would be different - it was. I
went in for my first visit, a
routine cleaning, sanding,
picking, grinding and check
up. They explained to me
that some of my many
fillings would need
replacement because of the
poor job my ex-regular
dentist (if he even is a
dentist) had done. They
informed me that I would
have to have a root canal on
the broken tooth.
I've heard many a horror
story about root canals, so, I
began to fear what was going
to happen and made out my
will.
I returned for my second
appointment in as many
weeks and sat down in foe
chair. The nice dental
assistant explained foe
procedure to me. I acted like
I understood what she was
saying and it would be ok to
drill large holes in my face.
In came foe "Doctor." I

leaned back into the chair and
began to count the ceiling
tiles. The assistant handed
him foe nine-inch needle. I
gripped foe chair, digging my
fingers into the cushion
where previous patients had
grasped at it in obvious pain.
I felt the needle slowly dig its
way into my jaw nerves
causing an instant case of
lock-jaw. He injected me
again somewhere near foe
back of my mouth. That
obviously wasn't enough, so,
I was hit again directly under
the broken tooth. Within
moments, I lost my face and
pryed my fingers out of foe
chair. I could feel nothing
and my jaw was locked in foe
open position.
I spent the morning getting
drilled, filled, filed, dabbed
with medication, filed some
more, drilled some more,
drilled again and ultimately
packed with medication and
some kind of temporary
mouth cement.
I was instructed to take
much Advil to compensate
for the pressure change in my
jaw. I like Advil anyway, so
this was not a problem. I
dragged my groggy hide out
of the chair, made another
appointment and headed for
my car.
A week later, I was back
again to get the cement and
medication removed, get foe
tooth filled with some kind of
space-age polymer and get
more of that gritty cement.
This appointment was
different though. I needed no
anesthetic, yet they drilled
more of my face off. I was
beginning to enjoy foe
numbness and was
disappointed that I had to
wait until next time.
I made another
appointment and went home.
Two weeks ago, I had yet
another appointment in the
root canal saga. I was to be
fitted for my crown. The
assistant again explained the
procedure. I was to get
numbed (yeahoo!!) and get
the cement drilled out. Then
the real fun was to begin. I
would get a football
mouthguard full of putty
shoved into my upper jaw to
make an imprint of my
upper teeth. I would get my
gums cut away around where
Please see MOUTH, p. 5
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A spring break preview
By Nicole Gilman
Staff Writer
It is the week of the school
year which I hate more than
any other. It is the week when
everyone decides to inform me
of their plans for spring break.
Regardless of what anyone may
have been told, I really am not
interested in hearing stories
about tanning with Midcey
Mouse or flirting with cute
athletic types on ski lifts. Iam
not interested in any of these
tilings. I am not interested in
doing them, and I am most
certainly not interested in
hearing about them. I for one,
and probably the only one,
intend to stay home the entire
duration of me vacation season.
After all, what more could I
possibly want besides MTV
and my daily glass of Tang;
that fruity drink which is
impossible to classify. Is it
juice? Is it soda? I simply don't
know. However, I do know
that it will have an important
role in my vacation plans. With
Tang ana MTV who needs
Florida? I will spare you the
details of these monotonous
days. I will simply tell you that
I will never be awake before 11
a.m. and I will consume about
three pounds of macaroni and
cheese over the duration of the
break.
1am inclined however, to
tell the world about the funfilled trip to Studio 2 8 1am
planning. Going to the movies
is quite a complex process for
me, so it will be a genuine
outing. First of all, a trip to the
movies requires the appropriate
movie gear. The first thing it
requires is a large purse, one
that is big enough to hold an
enormous stash of goodies.
Then of course, I need a car,
preferably my own. Then, if I
am indeed taxing my own car, I

need a piece of extra rope in
case my bumper decides to fall
off again. The next step is the
most critical one; a stop at the
local gas station. Not only does
it ensure that I won't run out of
gas, (the gas gauge doesn't
work) it also allows me an
opportunity to stock my candy
supply. The best thing that
could happen in a gas station is
discovering that Milk Duds are
on the three for a dollar rack. If
n ot, I can always splurge for a
couple of 50-centers. Pretzels
and pop are also a must After
that,1 am on my way.
Studio 28 is the most amaz
ing theater I have ever been in.
It isn't The World Trade Center
or anything, but it isn't bad for
theater. Granted, the food is to
expensive, and their employee
have dorky uniforms, but both
of these can be avoided. De
pending upon the movie I
decide to watch, I will either be
whisked away on the wheels of
cinema comedy or tragedy.
Regardless of whether I enjoy
the movie or not, for approxi
mately two hours I will be
entertained by Hollywood
magic After the movie, it is off
to Marge's Donut Den.
Marge's is an interesting
experience in itself. I find it
preferable to Denny's for
several reasons. It is a fine
family establishment and it is
the only business I know of
which has a picture of a dog on
the wall. Imagine sitting with a
cup of coffee, looking up and
having a picture of a dog in
your face. Most importantly,
they don't mind if you sit there
and drink free refills on coffee
for eight days straight. I've also
never seen anyone there under
the age of 60, beside myself of
course, and whoever I was
with. Less significant reasons
for choosing Marge's include
eavesdropping on tire old folks

MOUTH, from p. 4 ----------------------------------------- 1--------------the crown would sit I would get the color of my teeth
matched up with tire proper porcelain replacement. I chose a
yellow- coffee/mauve color that I found to be quite attractive.
I would then get a horseshoe full of warm green putty shoved
into my lower jaw to make an imprint of my lower teeth. The
horseshoe had a surprise though, it had tubes in it that
supplied it with an endless supply of ice-cold water. This
changed the warm putty to a frozen, jaw-numbing mold. My
teeth, at least the ones I could feel, were so cold that they felt
like they were going to shatter if I touched them. I then got to
get a replacement tooth that, as I was told, will fall out if I
chew gum.
After more than an hour of sitting with my jaw locked, my
neck knotted, my face covered with tooth aebris, my mouth
filled with harmful metal objects, I got to make another
appointment Five appointments, five months and judging
on the "one check-up every six months," I won't have to go
back until March of 1995!
Until next time, have a nice weekend!

and staring at this strange guy
who hangs out there. Tneonly
thing I can figure out is that he
is a writer. He sits in the comer,
not talking to anyone, scrib
bling away furiously on his
paper. I like to thinx that
maybe he is writing a play

about tiie Donut Den. After
about two hours there, it is time
to head home.
The next day it is back to the
world of MTV. I won't have
any pictures of myself posing
with that famed mouse of
Disney World to remind me of

my 1993 vacation. No, I also
won't have a golden tan to fade
away with my memories.
What I will have though is
about $500 more than any of
the spring travelers. We'll 6ee
who is having fun this May!
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New hours open Monday through Friday, 8am-4:30 pm
Please phone 241-6335 for m ore Inform ation
about life saving plasma donations

S era-T ec B io lo g ic a ls
1973 So. Division (Comer o f Burton)

New Plasma Donors will need
legal picture ID and social
security card if address on ID is
not current. Please bring
evidence of current residence.

Donors are reimbursed $15
for each 1 hour automated
plasma collection.

HELP SAVE LIVES!
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum

Senior prom brings back the past
By Steven Nicolet
Guest Writer
Thirty senior citizens met 40
Grand Valley State University
students in the Promenade
Deck Feb. 10, and danced their
way through a fun- filled
evening.
R.H .A . and the student
foundation sponsored the first
ever Senior Prom. Most of the
senior citizens in attendance
were members o f the local
Grandville Senior Neighbors
Organization.
It all began in the first few
weeks of September. The newly

formed Seniors program of
Volunteer! GVSU set the goal
to establish a Senior Prom.
However, it required a lot of
work. Student foundation
gladly took the task upon
themselves after hearing the
idea. It did not take very long
for the student foundation to
realize that it was a much big
ger project than what they an
ticipated. They approached
R.H.A. for help and together
they put forth a lot of effort and
hard work, and pulled off a
successful event.
The Promenade was deco
rated w ith balloons and

streamers. The music was pro
vided by Orpheus playing
music from the 30s and 40s
featuring big band, swing,
polka, tango, rumba, and oc
casional contemporary tune
for the students. Food and
drinks were provided by Jason
Bartlett and A.R.A Food Ser
vice. Complimentary prom
pictures were also available.
Special valet parking for the
senior guests was provided by
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity.
Some of the highlights of the
evening were the dance con
tests: senior-senior, studentstudent, senior-student.

People had a lot of fun learn
ing all the different dance
styles. They danced to every
thing from country dancing to
the fox trot including the
chicken waltz and the loco
motion.
"It (the senior prom) was
very beneficial to the seniors
as well as the students. I
thought it was great!,"said
Jennifer Lake, a Grand Valley
student.
Special thanks go out to ev
eryone who attended and all
are invited back again next
year for the annual event.

Vasell wins Career Month essay
Counselor's Corner/ John
contest with Work Force Diversity entry

Wednesday, Feb ruary 24, 1993

The winner o f the career theme
month writing contest titled,
"WorkForce Diversity," wasJohn
C. Vasell
Here is a reprint o f his essay:
Is your education giving you
the intellectuality of being
more open-minded, unbiased
and flexible, which are some
essential qualities for career
development? Insight of the
future is one way to make an
easier transition from college
into the real world. You may
be saying, "absolute prediction
of the future is impossible." I
agree. However, we must re
member our future can be in
telligently planned for, with
insight. Insight, in context,
means the ability to see trends
and patterns which are most
likely to continue in the com
ing years. Then, with insight,
we can take steps to prepare
for our
future. Cultural
diversity, for example, is one
pattern which is likely to con
tinue and if will be the focus of
this friendly essay. Will your
cultural experiencesallowyou
to work successfully in a di
verse work force in the year
2005?
Today's work force is more
culturally diverse than ever
before. The white male is no
longer the only one doing the
hiringand/orbeinghired. The
work place of today is very
diverse in the sense that there
are more women, minorities,
and colors than ever before.
When I say colors, I mean the
colors of people's skin: black,
yellow, white, brown, red, or
blue. I foresee a tremendous
swing towards diversification

taking place, and I believe the
close-minded will be left be
hind. Closed-minded meaning
the unwillingness to put differ
ences aside and come together.
We need to look inside our
selves and realize there should
be no barriers between anyone.
When we pull together the
world and the work force will
prosper unbelievably. Openminded people will build a
better tomorrow. Why so we

rights of others.
In the world of work, we will
undoubtedly come into con
tact with numerous people of
different race, gender, creed
and color. We will be working
together toward the same com
mon goal, which is to render
the best possible product or
service. Companies do not
want any friction between fel
low employees because the
negative environment would

"Awareness of diversity in the work
force and in the world is a fabulous
concept and with hard work together, we
can do it! We must never forget who we
are and where we came from, but also
realize it is time for a change
force ourselves to simple con
cepts like, coming together is
and putting our differences
aside? Women are aggressive
and can do anything men can
do; why do we hold them back?
Blacks, whites, yellows, reds,
browns, and blues all have
similarities and differences, in
opinion, belief, education and
amillionother things. So, what
about those shades of differ
ence! Different isn't bad; it is
what makes die world such a
great place. My point is, we
have our differences and that's
perfectly normal, but we can
not afford to let those differ
ences hinder our relationships
insideor outside the work force.
We must adopt a sense of em
pathy for others unlike our
selves, because we will never
be identical; also, we can and
should respect the opinions and

reduce the quality of their ren
dered good or service. If we
all genuinely try to live by the
no barrier principle we will
risein the world and the worlds
of work. A unified group is a
more productive group. If we
believe in ourselves, we can
then believe in others, and in
turn, we can believe in our
products and services. 1 feel
there will be more opportuni
ties for the culturally devel
oped individuals, because the
employers will be looking for
us and the world has under
gone some trem endous
changes. For example, the Eu

ropean countries who have re
cently become free market
economies. They are changing
the United States outlook on
globalization. Imports and ex
ports are increasing rapidly.
Cultural awareness and flex
ibility will be a must as America
become more multinational.
Races, genders, creeds, and
colors of all kinds will be and
are increasingly entering the
workforce together and will be
working towards the same
common goals.
Are you learning to become
more understanding, openminded, unbiased, and flexible
which are some essential quali
ties for personal and career en
hancement? These are excel
lent questions to ask ourselves
as we look towards the future.
Ensure an easier transition from
college into the world of work
by intelligently planning for the
future. Awareness of diversity
in the work force and in the
world is a fabulous concept and
with hard work together, we
can do i t! We must never forget
who we are and where we came
from, but also realize it is time
for a change. A change in atti
tude towards each other and
coming together, right now.
These changes will help our
work force and country de
velop and advance together, to
the top. Will your cultural ex
periences allow you to work

Sign up now for Field House aerobics classes
Schedule of classes:
Water Aerobics: M /W /F 12p.m., T /R 9p.m.
Step Aerobics: T /R 12p.m., Sun-Thurs 7p.m.
Aerobics: Mon-Thur 5p.m., Sun 8p.m., Mon-Wed 9p.m.
Call the Field House for more information.

Golden tickles Grand Valley's funny bone
By Stephanie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer
Last Thursday night come
dian Erik Golden tickled Grand
Valley's funny bone with his
imagination and TV imper
sonations.
Golden rattled on from sub
ject to subject, chattering about
everyday things.
The babyfaced, dark haired
comedian shared his feelings
about TV personalities. He
decided that Willard Scott is
wasting his time bestowing old
people who will probably
croak shortly after NBC an
nounces their birthday any
way.
The subject of death led
Golden to explain that certain

words should not be used to
signify death. "Expired" was
a good example. "That phrase
is used for dairy products,
not human bein g s," he
argued jokingly.
Golden also imitated Casey
Kasem counting down
America's Most Wanted. He
thought Kasem would do a
good job with that show after
his experience on the Top 40
Countdown.
Golden took time to express
his liberal view s. He
vocalized confidence in
Greenpeace, though he did
say they were a bit radical at
times. He also agreed that
long- haired dudes were cool,
as long as they didn't wear
their mop in pig tails or let it

hang in their face. The first
style is just a little to juvenile
and the second is just an at
tempt to hide an unbecom
ing countenance.
Golden's energy and mer
riment proved successful
with the audience, which un
fortunately was a bit sparse
due to the blustery weather.
The UPB has done a great
job handling the Nite-Qub
Series and has more enter
tainment planned for the re
m ainder of the year,
including a comedy double
header in March. So let's show
our appreciation of good
comedy. Shows take place in
the Promenade Deck of the
Kirkhof Center every Thurs
day. And it's free!

PHOTO BY ADAM CaKXOLL

Comedian Eric Golden entertains
Grand Valley students on Feb.
18 as part o f the Nite Club Series

At the Movies: Thrills, chills, and blood spills
By Shellie VanDeCreek
Staff Writer
The Temp tries to be a movie
along the lines of The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle, except
this time involving a
secretary rather than a nanny.
It doesn't quite make it, folks.
Lara Flynn Boyle (TV's
'Tw in Peaks") plays Chris,
the temp sent over by an
agency to replace Peter
Dems' current assistant when
his wife goes into labor. Peter
Dems is played by actor
Timothy Hutton.
At first, Chris is a God-send.
She straightens up the office,
organizes the files and

com pletely m asters the
computer system. But,alas,her
position is only temporary.
Well, at least until some very
coincidental accidents have just
the right people disappearing
to make her a more permanent
fixture at the office.
Peter, of course, is right at the
center of all her manipulations.
Recovering from a paranoia
problem, he finds it impossible
to convince anyone that Chris
is a monster. In fact, soon he
starts to doubt his own sanity.
From here, I really can 't
explain much more of the plot
because there isn't anything to
it. Chris wants to rise up the
corporate ladder thefastestway

possible and Peter wants to
save his friends from her
clutches.
The major problem 1had with
this movie is that it jumps right
into thedimax withoutactually
giving us a way to get there.
No foreplay. Suddenly, the
movie is ending and you
haven't the slightest idea how
you got there.
I can't blame the actors for
thisdisaster. Huttondoescome
through and delivers a good
performance. It's the script that
needs work. I will tell you that
the best part of the movie is the
very end— it almost makes the
movie worthwhile—almost.
R ating: 4.

New age m usic needs new name
By Dexter Peterson
Staff Writer
There is an increasingly
large group of musidans who
have no place to call home.
No, not homeless, starving
artists, playing on street
comers for a few coins; the
artists I am referring to are
doing quite well carving out
their niche in the music world.
In doing so, they are forging a
genre which, as yet, has no
actual name.
Their loyal followers are
always stumped when going
to a new record store, which
was as stumped itself as to
where to put these works.
Jazz, classical and even
popular dassifications serve
as the temporary shelters for
them, but the place they are
placed most is in New Age.
New Age implies crystals,
m editation and peaceful
spirituality, which have little
to do with the works and
artists in question. From all
paths of life, regardless of race,
sex, culture, or age, whether
they use electronic-fabricated
or real instruments, western
or exotic scales, or some
combination of all these, these
musicians' works shimmer

f

Yanni.
Kitaro's symphonic-scale
statem ents
of
grand
tranquility do not mesh with
Enya's electronic-backed
Celtic vocalizations. (Enya
does sing lyrics, incidentally,
but over half of them are in
Celtic tongue.)
The one link that these
musicians can't deny is their
tendency to use only one
name; but then where would
we put Ray Lynch? Oh, well.
These
enterprising
musicians, who have dared
to do something differentand
make it pay, are dedicated to
expanding the possibilities of
computer-aided composition
and electronic performance
of music enabling them to put
incredible one-artist shows.
However, that does not
mean that they have forsaken
age-old methods. These
musicians do frequently
incorporate real instruments,
human voices and even
recited dialogue in their work.
Embodying a wide variety
of styles, this genre is easily
as varied as any other.
Perhaps, it is perhaps the best
equipped for survival and
expansion in the 21stcentury.

behind."
"I did pretty well on the last
test."
"I'm gonna start back hard
tomorrow."
But tomorrow never comes.
Always a thousand reasons to
skip, and not one to go to class.
But do you know of another
disease where you can say, "I
want to get better. How can 1
start?"
How many times have you
done this? You have that one
class that you're supposed to
be keeping a journal in. After
three weeks of neglect, the prof
says, "Ok, Friday I'm going to
collect journals."
This is when you plan for six
hours of writing, and grab four
different colored pens and a
pencil.
Let's see. First one in red,
then black, then pencil, then
blue... Hey people! Profs know
when you've been naughty or
nice. If you repeat, in order, the
same five colors for 25 pages,
they can pick that up. (Well,
some of them can.)
Another amazing feat is
called the "Study Marathon."
Thisisa planned all night studyfest used when, you can 't
rem em ber what your all

knowing, chronically and
politically correct professor and
Master of Jedi knighthood's
name is. It's probably also the
midterm and you haven't
opened your text yet. (Hey, I
won't persecute you for it. I'm
one of the founding members.)
I know, school's bad right
now. But when you think about
school on a bigger scale, what is
it? It's all about getting a piece
of pap>er that says "Diploma"
on it. (If you look close enough,
you can see the perforations
from getting tom off the roll.)
What's the difference between
someone that's been in school
five years and doesn't have it,
and someone that has been here
three and a half, and does?
A diploma just means thatyou
spent several years living away
from home, dealing with crises,
occasionally going to class,
learning how to make perfect
Mac & Cheese, and finding new
and unique ways of funding
your vitality.
I see the last part as the most
important If you can monetarily
make it through college, this is
what employers are looking
for— versatility
and
adaptability.
Here are a few ways I've paid

By
Beth
G rien k e
Entertainment Editor
It is Oscar time again—
time for everyone to make
their predictions on who
and what will receive the
big awards.
You can make your
own predictions on the
Oscar Contest entry form,
which will be located in
this section next week.
This week is my turn to
tell who I think will win.
N ext week the other
Lanthorn movie critic,
Shellie, will put forth her
choices.
B est P icture
B e th 's P ick :
Crying Game

The

B est A ctress
B e th 's P ick : Emma
Thompson, Howards End
B est A ctor
Beth: My sentimental
pick is Robert Downey Jr.
for Chaplin, but I have a
feeling that it will go to A1
Pacino for Scent o f a
Woman, so he's my pick.
B est Supporting A ctor
B e th 's P ick : Gene
Hackman, Unforgiven
B est Supporting A ctress
Beth's Pick: Miranda
Richardson, Damage
B est D irector
B e th 's P ick : Clint
Eastwood, Unforgiven

for food (keep in mind, food is
a top priority on Maslow's
hierarchy, and you can't live
without it.)
-Won money playing poker
-Sold my bodily fluids to
Sera-Tec
- Pawned all items deemed
frivolous, including a Mustang
GT
(Remember now, to pay for
food)
-Fixed bikes on the side
-Wrote for the Lanthorn
-Worked
(There is a difference!)
-Begged
-Borrowed
-Stripteased for cash
-Collected pennies in my car
and counted them up. (My old
roomie and I found $21 bucks
in change in our cars our
freshman year.)
So when you think about it,
it's kind of stupid to ask
someone on campus how
they're doing. They'll just lie.
No one has money, we're all
doing crappy.
If you ask, they always say,
"Oh, I'm alright." Bull. A few
greetings you might consider
instead are:
"How's your checkbook?"
"When's the last time you
ate?"
"W hat-ja-d rink
this
weekend?"
"When-ja-skip last?"
"What are you failing?"
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Take two cups of fried brain
cells, 26 poundsof dirty laundry,
a couple butthead roommates,
and a pinch of the real world
and mix them together. Slowly
add skipped classes until you
getahomeworkbuildup. Douse
the lumps with alcohol and
coffee, alternately. (Pleas and
bribes to the profs will not
smooth lumps.)
Pack this m ixture into a
sausage skin in the shape of a
human, and bake it on a 50
degree, sunny day. This should
give you a nice white skin tone
and severe spring fever.
W e've been here seven
months, and I'm starting to hear
some pretty bad excuses' for
class.
I'm a lrea d y way

with dynamic life and vitality.
Som etim es likened to
classical music as alternative
is to heavy metal, this new
genre has a direct informality
about it spanning the
emotional range that is only
equaled by its obscureness.
Often giving listeners little
more than a typically obscure
title, they are left to their own
resources to divine a meaning
from the music; even the pieces
that do use human voices
rarely have lyrics, preferring
to use that most expressive
instrument of all in its natural
state. Perhaps this is the freest
form of music, in that the
listener actually has a choice
as to whether it does really
have a meaning or not!
The actual com posers
themselves might even deny
that they belong to a group at
all or even that there is
anything at all in common with
their work.
Vangelis has composed the
scores for film s such as
Bladerunner,1492, and Chariots
o f Fire—which he received a
1981 Academy Award for
Original Score. His synthetic
tone-poem style is worlds
away from the jazzy-pop of

O scar
predictions

P ace
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
Schuasas
Golf stroke
Carbarn
London gallwy
Borderrtvar
In Eur.
16 Lincoln Cantor
ottering
17 Currant typo:
abbr.
18 La equated
metalware
19 Parapeted
earthwork
20 Red-letter
22 Pork and vaal
23 Not any
24 Resort
26 Kind of pewter
27 Almost not
stall
30 Gam
32 Chicago
airport
33 Efficiency
37 Mme. Bovary
38 Maternally
rotated
39 Ballet
movement
40 Say over
42 Hollywood’s
Keaton
43 Murder to a
mobster
44 Bandleader
Woody
45 Nile reptile
48 Appraisal fig.
49 Half: pref.
50 Walk off with
52 National lore
57 — Domingo
58 Auction word
59
Rhythm”
60 Pop star John
61 Land in water
62 Chinese: pref.
63 Lingo
64 Ancient lyre
65 Alphabetic run
1
5
9
14
15

DOWN
1 Watch winder
2 Garden green
3 CPA's entry

1

1

t

14
17

Classic Wuthering Heights
a good video to check out

by Linda Hooper

H

By A lice Reitsm a
Staff W riter
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ANSW ERS
4 Mediocre
5 Plant science
6 Hacienda
building block
7 Bringdown
8 Orange —
9 Latent
10 Sword
11 Foot lever
12 Emulate
Webster
13 Strong-scented
21 Function
25 Dermal outlet
27 Gardener at
times
28 Self-pitying
words
29 Branches
30 Freshet
31 Reliances on
experience
33 Russ, grand
duchess
34 Ancient land
35 Foch of films
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36
38
41
42
44
45
46
47

Young suffix
Notable times
Soon
— tasse
Drover
Dummies
Horse’s place
Five: pref.

49 Word for Dolly
51 L ik e - o f
bricks
53 Sphagnum
54 Not fer, backwoods style
55 “- Nanette”
56 Upon

After having read
W uthering H eights, the
c la s s ic n o v el by
English writer Emily
Bronte, I was eager to
see how Luis Bunuel
directed his version of
the novel.
Bunuel is a native
of Spain who moved
to Mexico in the 1940s
and lived there for
several years. He is
probably best known
for his su rre a listic
a p p ro a ch
to the
cinema.
The film v ersio n
(A bism os de P assion )
was made in 1953 and
is in black and white.
It is in Spanish with
yellow subtitles.
The s to ry b eg in s
w ith th e lo v e rs,
A le ja n d ro
and
Catalina, and depicts
their struggle to deal
with the oppressive
so cial fo rce s about
them . It is a love
s to ry , and Bunuel
creates much of the
passion and intensity

Com ing
BREAK.
up a t the I STUDY
-STUDENT ADMISSION—
m ovies
$4.25 Eves • $3.00 Before 6 pm

By Ja ck Gordon
Staff W riter

A m os and A n d re w —
W hen
a
young
p la y w r ig h t / film m a k e r
buys a seaside house and
is mistaken for a burglar,
he sets o ff a s e r ie s o f
stra n g e
r e a c tio n s
involving him self and the
local police chief. Stars:
Samuel Jackson, Nicholas
Cage, D abney C olem an,
Brad Dourif.
Falling
D o w n — An
ordinary guy who Has a
really bad day loses control
and starts taking the law
and revenge into his own
hands, all in the name of
"th e
lit t le
p e o p le " out
there— forcing
a Los Angeles
police o ffice r
to reco n sid er
h is
e a rly
retirement
plans in order
to handle the
situation.
Stars: Michael
Do ug l a s ,
Robert Duvall,
B a r b a r a
Hershey.

I

Student Written
One Acts
To bo diroctod and
porlorm ad by studont* in
tba FaU o f 1993

All Scripts due by M arch 20,1993
You mat turn in your written one-acts
to the S.T.A.G.E. mailbox located in
the Student Life Office
For more information, Please contact:
Amy TfetzlafT at 895-5794
or
Roger Ellis at 895-3485

20 screens •a Jack

28

Loeks Theatre

1350 28TH ST., S.W. •Ph. 538 8760

Student Prices (With College ID )
Studio 28

Evenings

$4.50

Matinees

$3.00

Starts Friday, Feb 26

NOW PLAYING

IFailing Down (R) Michael Douglas, Robert Duvall
The Lover (R)
Passion Fish (R) Mary McDonnell, Alfre Woodard
P eter’s Friends Kenneth Branagh, Rita Rudner
Love Field (R) Michelle Pfieffer
|H ow ard’s End (PG) Anthony Hopkins, Vanessa Redgrave

Michael Douglas

Robert Duvall

g re a te r
d e p th .
I
particularly liked the last
s e q u e n c e b e ca u se it 's
p o w e rfu l,
d ra m a tic ,
intense, and a terrific way
to end a terrific film.
T h e film is fu rth e r
e n h a n ce d
by
the
a cc o m p a n im e n t
of
W a g n e r 's " T r is ta n und
Iso ld e " d u ring the love
scenes.
W hile in Mexico, Bunuel
m ad e
s e v e ra l
film s
in clu d in g Los O lvidados
( The Young and the D am ned,
1950),
El
(1952), and
R obinson C rusoe (1952).
A nyone who has read
W uthering H eights or is
in te r e s te d in B u n u e l's
work, or just wants to see a
good film will thoroughly
enjoy Bunuel's Abism os de
P assion.

© S tu d io

WITH STUDENT ID

The follow ing m ovies
will start in local theatres
on Friday, February 26:

that the book does.
I had seen two o th e r
versions of the book (of the
same title): one from 1939
directed by W illiam W yler
and s ta rrin g L a u re n ce
O livier and Merle Oberon,
and one from 1971 directed
by Robert Fuest (of Great
B rita in )
and
s ta r r in g
Timothy Dalton and Anna
Calder-M arshall.
They were both pretty
good, but I think Bunuel's
version is better. Instead of
going from the beginning
o f the book to the end, he
s ta r ts a b o u t - h a lf-w a y
through and goes to the end
instead. This works very
well, not just because it's
shorter, but also because
Bu nu el s till m anag es to
cap ture the h eart o f the
book.
This version is especially
intriguing because it's set
in Mexico with a Spanish
director and actors rather
than set in Great Britain by
an
E n g lish
d ir e c to r .
C inem atically A bism os de
Passion is beautiful to watch
because Bunuel is a m aster
at constructing scenes and
fitting sequences in such a
w ay to g iv e the sto ry

Falling Down
Sam Raime's

Now Showing

Army of Darkness
$

IA rm y of Darkness (R) Bruce Campbell
E xtrem e Ju stice (R) Lou Diamond Phillips, Scott Glenn
The Crying G am e (R) Stephan Rea, Miranda Richardson
Unforgiven (R) Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan

•
$

Freeman, Richard Harris
Groundhog Day (PG) Bill Murray, Andie McDowell
Untam ed H eart (PG13) Christian Slater, Marissa TomCi

S

N at. Lam poon’s Loaded W eapon I (PG13) Emilio Estevez,
Samuel Jackson, Jon Lovitz, William Shatner, Tim Curry

6

(0
$

The World’s Best Movie Theatres
STAR GRAND RAPIDS • 1-96 & Alpine Ave. 785-9200
STAR HOLLAND • Manufacturers Mall 394-5770

m

#

*
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10% of U
and Friends

%
so *o *
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G V SU ’s Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual support
organization welcomes all students and other
interested individuals to our weekly meetings
For more information regarding
meeting places and times call:
GVSU Student Life Office
895-2345

«

Som m ers by (PG13) Richard Gere, Jodi Foster, Janies Earl Jones
The Vanishing (R) Jeff Bridges, Kiefer Sutherland
Alive (R) Ethan Hawke, Vincent Spano
Nowhere to Run (R) Jean-Claude Van Damme, Rosanna Arquette
Scent of a W om an (R) AJ Pacino, Chris O’Donnell
A Few Good Men (R) Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson,
Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon, Kiefer Sutherland
Aladdin (G) Animated, voice of Robin Williams
IThe Bodyguard (R) Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston

Coming Soon
IAmos & Andrew (R) Samuel Jackson, Nicholas Cage (3/5;
M ad Dog & G lory (R) Bill Murray, Robert DeNiro (3/5)
Best of the Best 2 (R) Eric Roberts (3/5)

Alpine Theatre
Call 7 8 4 -5 9 5 5 For
Movies and Showtimes
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Transfers add promise to Grand
Valley's football recruiting class
By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief
It would seem that with the
presence of seven transfer
students already on campus
and ready to play football in
the fall, that this y ear's
recruiting period would have
been a little simpler for the
GVSU football program.
In actuality, however, the
recruiting period was as busy
asever,butitpaidoffas26high
school seniors committed to
play in the Laker program this
fall.
It was unusual for Grand
Valley to bring in as many
transfers as they did, and is not
something theyplan to do every
year. Head coach Brian Kelly
felt, however, that the Lakers
had some spots to fill before
any of the high school recruits
would be ready to play. Over
half of the seven transfers, as
well as half of the new recruits,
are slated to fill in spots on the
two lines.
"We can't bring in six or
seven transfers every year, we
have to recruit solid freshman
classes as well. This year,
however, we needed to take
care of some immediate needs
due to losses on our offensive
and defensive lines," Kelly said.
New features of the offensive
line w ill include Phoenix
College (AZ) transfers Robert
Fuller and Dale Renno, as well
as GRCC tight end Ryan
Johnson. Kelly says that these
additions, along with the other

newcomers, puts a lot more
bulk on tire offensive line this
year.
He adds that the
defensive line will be bigger as
well, along with being even
quicker than they have in the
past The key defensive line
transfer is Lou Manfredini, a 64,250 pound former Wisconsin
Badger.
A majority of die transfers
are not strangers to Grand
Valley and its program. The
Lakers had looked at players
like Manfredini, Tracy Archer,
Jimmy Phillips, and Eric Stover
when they were still in high
school, but had chosen to play
elsewhere. Now they have
found that Grand Valley could
be the best place for them, both
athletically and academically.
Archer is a wide receiver from
Western Michigan, and Jimmy
Phillips comes from Illinois
State asawide receiver. Stover,
a quarterback, rounds out the
list of juco transfers, who is like
Johnson, a former GRCC player.
Kelly predicts that many of
these transfers w ill see
considerable playing time, or
even start for the Lakers this
fall. "The incumbents have the
starting positions at this point—
nothing is given to the transfers.
They have to earn their spots,
but if some of them don't start
then we didn't do a very good
job recruiting."
The loss of standout senior
Miguel Sagaro, who played four
solid years at GV and set two
national Division II all-time
kicking records, was also

something that the Lakers had
to be concerned with. Atotalof
nine different high schoolers
made visits to Grand Valley
vying for the vacant spot, and
in the end, Keith Loos
(Dearbom/Fordson) was the
choice for Grand Valley. Since
Feb. 3, another kicker, Dominic
M igaldi (L ansing/C atholic
Central) has committed to the
Lakers, so the kicking situation
should be well covered for the
Lakers.
Many of the players were
recruited to fill specific needs,
but the Grand Valley staff was
also watchful for notable talent
at other positions. Though
Grand Valley has a plethora of
running
backs,
W ayne
Memorial's Bruce Calhoun was
one they didn't want to pass
up.
"When you find someone like
Bruce, you just have to invest in
a player of his caliber," Kelly
commented. This isalso true of
many of the other players
coming into the program.
He sum s up the Laker
newcomers as a whole, saying,
"We recruited a lot of good
players, but we need our
transfers to help us out this fall.
We want a look like in 1990
when we had outstanding
offensive linemen like Chris
Tiede, Mark Smith and Bill
M cGory, and outstanding
defensive linemen like Jim
Cramer, Todd Tracey, and John
Jancek. All of our recruits will
help us bring up the level at
other positions as well."

LAKER FOOTBALL RECRUITS
Position
LB
DL
RB
LB
LB
OL
TE
OL
OL
LB
LB
P/K
DB
OL
OL
P/K
DB
DL OL
DB
DL
LB
OL
TE
DL
DL
QB
LB
DL
:...x$x>£.x .• :

Height
6'2
6'0
571
570
5'11
6'4
6'6
6'0
67
5T1
6'0
5'10
5'9
6'4
5'11
5'10
570
5'11
67
6'3
67
67
6'4
6'4
67
67
6'0
6'1
60

WB

6 '3

RobertFrailer

OL
TE
DL

60
6'4
64
5'9
67
6'0

LonManfredW
Jimmy Phillips

DaleRenno
y j& ic Stover

DB
OL

OB

OAJ

Fruitport

TRANSFERS

Tracy Archer
RyanJohnson

Weight Hometown/High School
Lansing/Catholic Central
190
Kalamazoo/Loy Norrix
235
Wayne/Memorial
190
Detroit/CassTech
205
Gary, IN/Lou Wallace
190
Hammond, IN /Morton
295
Bollingbrook, IL
205
Ypsilanti
245
Bay G ty/John Glenn
295
Lincoln Park
190
Zeeland
190
Dearbom/Fordson
173
Detroit/Osbom
160
Oak Lawn, IL
235
Ointondale
270
Lansing/Catholic Central
165
Detroit/CassTech
160
Detroit/Catholic Central
137
Lake Odessa/Lakewood
235
Dearbom/Fordson
175
Grandville
215
215
Birch Run
227
Grand Rapids/North view
210
Bay Gty/Central
ZDU
Grand Rapids/Christian
230
Bay Gty/Central
179
Grand Rapids/Kenowa Hills
180

240

Westem/Bay Gty/Central
Phoenix JC/Anchorage, AL
GRCC/Flymottth/Salem

WV

Wisconsin/Highland Park, IL

19U
256
mzw

Illinois State/Georgetown, IN
Phoenbc/Bull Head Gty, AZ

205
OjX
Atv

185

By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer
If the Lakers wanted to stay
in the hunt for the final slot in
the conference playoffs, they
had to clear one big hurdle
Thursday - their rivals from
Big Rapids.
Ferris State turned out to be
not too hospitable as hosts,
and the Bulldogs never trailed
during their 97-80 triumph.
The loss virtually ended
GVSU's post-season hopes.
Joe Schuitema netted a
gam e-high 27 points for
Grand V alley but was
outmatched by Ferris State's
two big offensive weapons Joe Blankenship and Kevin
Oldenburg.
The Ferris duo combined
for over half of their team's
points and rebounds as
Blankenship scored 26 points
and grabbed six boards.
Oldenburg controlled the
glass for a game-high 19
rebounds and added 25
points.
Grand Valley neverevened
the contest up in the second
half, despite getting within
three points six times during
the first 10 minutes.
After the Lakers narrowed
the Bulldog's lead down to
three points at the 95 3 mark,
Blankenship and Oldenburg
combined for nine straight
points over the next 156 to
putFerris' advantage back up
to double digits (72-60).
GVSU nevergotcloser than
five points the rest of the way
as the Bulldogs pulled away
for the victory.
Ferris State jumped out
ahead early in foe first half
and built a six-point lead.
Schuitema pulled foe Lakers
within one (25-24) with his
three-pointer at foe 6:47 mark
after both teams had gone
scoreless for 2:23.
The game stayed even until
the last minute of foe first half
when the Bulldogs rattled off
an 8-1 run. Ferris led at
halftime 44-37.
The only other Laker in
double digits was forward
Brent Wichlacz, who scored
11.
Grand Valley is now in
sixth place in the GLLAC with
a 6-9 record (12-11 overall).

GVSU loses,
despite win
over Northwood
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer
The collective mind of foe
Grand Valley basketball team
may have been in foe Upper
Peninsula Saturday, even
though they were at foe Field
House
tangling
with
Northwood Institute in a
non-conference contest
The Lakers showed signs
of thinking about their
playoff chances in the first
half, but were able to put
them in foe back if their mind
in time for a 81-79 victory
over foe Northmen.
Please see HOOPS, p. 10

W ednesday, Feb ru ary 24, 1993

Name
Ralph Abbot
Albie Banner
Bruce Calhoun
Curtis Drake
Ben Graves
Roy Hathaway
Myron Hood
Eric Hummel
Ryanjamrog
Scott Kudertek
P.J.LaRose
Keith Loos
Qetus Major
David Marek
Jeff McIntosh
Dominic Migaldi
BenMurphy
PaulNemzek
Erik Nielsen
Mike Phillips
Matt Potter
DanPurlee
Brian Rood
Jenod Sanders
Tom Sisson
Eric Start
Pat Tobin
Greg VanDyke
Greg Vargas

Ferris dashes
Laker hoop
playoff hopes
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Scott Underhill grapples for a loose ball during GVSU's victory last Saturday.

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLUDAY

HOOPS, from p. 9 ---------------------------------------------------------------------The news that GVSU was
waiting on was the results of
the W ayne State-M ichigan
Tech match-up. The Tartars
defeated the Huskies 103-97,
thus
m athem atically
eliminating the Lakers from
playoff contention.
Despite trailing by as many
as 14 points in the first 20

minutes, Grand Valley fought
back to their first lead since
early in the first half at 10:14 of
the second half. Alphonso
Clark buried two free throws
to give the GVSU a 60-58 lead.
The teams traded leads 10
times for the next 6:44 until Joe
Schuitema nailed a threepointer to give GVSU the lead

for good at 76-73.
Brent Wichlacz went three
for four from the charity stripe
in the last :29 of the game to
help ensure Grand Valley of at
least a non-losing season with
the win.
GVSU improved its overall
record to 13-11 with the
victory.

Ryan Conlan gi

Six players scored in double
figures for GVSU with Darryl
Gorman leading the way with
13.
Schuitema added 12 points
while both Bart Bitner and
Wichlacz scored 11. Clark and
Nate Verbeek each chipped in

10.

GVSU travels to Oakland
on Thursday and has a
rem atch with H illsdale
Saturday at home starting at 3
p.m.
The Hillsdale game will
mark the last collegiate career
games for Bitner, Gorman,
Schuitema, and Wichlacz.

Rebounding costs lady cagers another game
by Tonya Wilholt
Staff Writer
Rebounds can cause a team
to win or lose a game. That's
what happened to the Lady
Lakers when they played at
Ferris State last Thursday.
The
Ferris
Bulldogs
outrebouned Grand Valley 5838 which contributed to the
Lakers' 79-59 loss.
"The number one thing in
my game plan preparation was
to be ready to box them out
because they were one of the
best rebounding teams in the
conference," said Laker Coach
Pat Baker Grzyb.
Another key to the Laker's
loss was their 29% shooting
percentage. Ferris shot 42% of
attempted baskets.
"I think em otionally we
weren't as in the game as we
needed to be," said Baker
Grzyb. "It looked like wedidn't
ha ve a lot of incentive or desire
in that ball game."
She said the Lakers lost
chances for easy shots at the
beginning of the second half
and played poor defense.
In the first half, the Lakers

stayed close with Ferris, trailing
33-27 at halftime.
"We played a very poor first
half last time we played them
and this time we played a very
poor second half," said Baker
Grzyb. "If we could have put
the two games together we
might have been able to come
up with one goodone and one
bad one."
The Lakers also lost to Ferris,
79-72, in the January 15 game.
The Bulldogs had three
players with double-figure
rebounding: Marian Groce,
Heather Bateman, and Darlene
Vondraseki.
None of the Lakers had more
than nine rebounds.
Marie Thomas, Shelley Ross,

and Mary Beth Mount were the
leading scorers for the Lakers
with 16, 12, and 12 points
respectively.
Baker Grzyb said the team
might have won if a fourth
player had scored double
figures or if Marie Thomas had
scored over 20 points.
She said the Lakers could beat
Oakland on Thursday if they
practice good defense early in
the game.
"They're looking for a good
overall record to possibly get
in the NCAA, so they definitely
have something to play for.
Hopefully we can play for
pride."

Field House.
"Hillsdale will be hungry for
a win," said BakerGrzyb. "They

want to finish the season with a
win. They struggled all year."

Sf*---------------------------------Canvas Bags are reusable...
again and again and again...

W orking w ith you
to c o n s e r v e
the earth's re so u rce s.

Ski

- F ebruary

Flu outbreak
depletes
harrier men
By Michael Amey
Staff Writer
After the Eastern Michigan Invitational on Saturday,
the Laker men's track team is looking forward to the
GLIAC Championships next weekend at Hillsdale.
Mike Mull was the only Laker to place in any event, as
he ran his best time of the year in the 400 meter. He took
third with a time of 50.62 seconds.
Mull also finished sixth in the 200 meter dash with a
time of 23.00 seconds.
Coach Gary Martin blamed the team 's overall
performance on a recent outbreak of the flu.
"W e had a few people sick Saturday, but hopefully
we'll be healthy. That flu bug really got us," Martin said.
Martin has been looking forward to this Saturday's
conference meet all season, and feels the team has a shot
at taking fourth place overall.
"We're just going to have to hold on and do whatever
we can just to do the best," commented Martin.
"I'm looking for an exciting meet, and hopefully we
can come out of there with a couple of conference
champions, and if we can do that it means we have
reached our goals for the indoor season and that would
be a great way to begin preparing for outdoor," he added.
Martin sees pole vaulter James Mauer, and runners
Nick White and Steve Nederveld as potential conference
champions.
"Everything's going to have to click for us," Martin
stated. He looks for Hillsdale to take most top honors on
their home track.
Themeetbeginsat 10a.m. Saturday atHillsdaleCollege.

is all ft co sts to place
a PERSONAL or ORGA
NIZATION ad in the
classifieds section of the
Lanthorn. Two dollars
will get you up to 25
w ords. 10 ce n ts per
word after th at. All
classified ad s m u st be
in the Lanthorn office,
on th e ground floor of
Klrkhof C enter. The
deadline for classified
m e s s a g e s is 5 p.m .
Thursday for th e fol
lowing w eek’s edition.

Jobs & Money
Arthur Victor Painting
Inc. is looking for
branch managers for
summer’93. Experience
helpful but not
necessary; Complete
training and field
support High income
potential 1(800) 7754745

SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS OF NEW YORK.
ACHIEVE A CHALLENGING
AND REWARDING SUMMER
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A
RESIDENTIAL CAMP FOR
ADULTS WITH PHYSICAL
AND DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES. POSITIONS
AVAILABLE: COUNSELORS,
CABIN LEADERS, PROGRAM
LEADERS. ALL STUDENTS
ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. SEASON DATES JUNE
1 - AUGUST 19. GOOD
SALARY, ROOM AND BOARD,
AND SOME TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. CALL
MICHELLE AT 419-352-7975
FOR INFORMATION OR
WRITE TO CAMP JENED, P.O.
BOX 483, ROCK HILL, NY
12775(914)434-2220.

Lost & Found
LOST: 2 school books. 1)
Scenes and Monolouges by
Roger Ellis, 2) The
Hollywood Studio: The
Genius of the System.
Contact 895-3867.

24,1993
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Lakers run well in last meet
before GLIAC competition
By M ichael Arney
Staff W riter
The final hurdle before
the GLIAC conference meet
has been cleared , as the
Laker wom en's track team
com peted at the Eastern
M ich igan In v itatio n al in
Vpsilanti last Saturday.
"E v e ry b o d y ran som e
great tim es, especially with
it b e in g th e m eet rig h t
before conference. I think
w e 're rea d y to p rep are
ourselves," lauded Coach
Gary Martin.
Ju lie Bos turned in the
lone Laker first, winning the
collegiate 400 meter dash

with a tim e of 1:00.05.
Kelly Oberlin ju st missed
out on a first place finish in
the high jum p, reaching 5-8.
Oberlin had the same height
as the first and second place
finishers, but had too many
m isses to claim the top spot.
The shuttle hurdle relay
team , con sistin g o f Kelly
B e s c h o n e r, A m y Jo n e s,
Christy Thorley, and Liza
C hism turned in a third
place time of 34.48 seconds.
The 1600 meter relay team
grabbed third place with a
tim e of 4:07.22,
M artin ad ded th a t the
team has a chance to bring
h om e fo u r c o n fe re n c e

ch a m p io n sh ip s
from
Hillsdale. Those are Tamie
Gipe in the shot put, Oberlin
in the high ju m p , T eri
Osbourne in the 5000 meter
and either Kandi Kent or
Julie Bos in the 400 meter.
"The conference meet is
gonna be really tough for
the women. It's gonna go
to the team that wants it the
most, and it's gonna be a
tough four team ra ce
between Saginaw V alley,
Ferris State, Hillsdale and
ourselves," Martin said.
The
G L IA C
C h a m p io n sh ip s
a re
S atu rd a y in H ills d a le
beginning at 10 a.m.

3 WsNsio get Good Grades in College:

S to u d y E a rJ.

Cheat on
v o ir © S O S '

PREGNANT?
New! Licensed
Christian child care.
Home located 1 mile
south of 48th Ave.
entrance. Food
program. Certified
special educator. 8957110.
Standale Trading
Company
Instant CASH. Buying
and selling Class Rings,
Gold, Diamonds, Stereos,
VCRs, Sporting Goods,
Guns, Instruments,
Leathers, Tools, etc. Buy
Back Option available. We
buy and sell anything of
value. Next to McDonalds
in Standale. Tuesday
through Friday: 11am to
7pm. Saturday 10am to
3pm. 453 - 4799
Word Processing
Services - Term papers,
overhead transparandes
and resumes. 5 mins,
from GVSU in Jenison.
457 -1903 ____________

Not sure what to do? Couple
desiring to adopt and provide
loving secure home for child.
Call collect (313)529-5295
Anytime.

For Sale
Need a computer, for low
prices call Steve at 453-8972
For Sale:
Rollerblades -Never worn.
Women's sizes 6 & 9. Men
size 71 /2. Call Cathy 8959161.______________________
1987 Sunbird, Red, Two-door,
5-speed, Sony/cass Auto/
Rev, New Tires, 34 MPG,
Looks/drives great. Must
sell soon $2995.00. 677-3924.

Resorts
WINTER BLUES? SPRING
BREAK GETAWAY!
Traverse
City
Area.
Romantic/x)zy log cabins on
Lake Thomas surrounded by
Forest. $49 - $69 nightly.
Includes outdoor hot tub and
much more. Ellis Lake Resorts.
(616)276 - 9502.

P la y C o lle y

Sports.

Organizations
ATTENTION:
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PLAYING HOCKEY AT
THE CLUB LEVEL FOR
GVSU NEXT YEAR PLEASE
CONTACT GARY @8957727

Personals
BrandonYou're in my daily thoughts.
I love you.
Trina-WMU______________
Lokey1 wanna torque you all over,
you long, thin troublemaker!
Aunts Buniluver

CRUISE JOBS
Students N eeded!
Earn $2,000+ per month + world
travel (H aw aii, M exico, the
C aribbean, etc.) w orking for
Cruise Ships or Tour Companies
Holiday, Summer, and Full-Time
em p loym en t av ailab le.
For
employment program call:

Cruise Em ploym ent Services
(206) 634-0468 ex t C5623
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JVO UR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORE"

Sunday, February 14

Triple Threat
The flying Piglets

71
68

Hotlanta Knights
Six ShcxJters

63
55

Too Short
WCTOANFOBT

36
32

Six Shooters
S.P.E.

65
42
35
24

- Just Wanna Have Fun
Slam Jammers

M&M's
Too Legit

41
36

Better than you
Utter Chaos

38
31

Copeland Tigers
Nicateam

105
29

Leak's Freaks
X-cons

89
79

Vitale's FTP's
Hoops Baby

60
44

Oreo Attack
Guadal. Guerillas

115
63

X-Men
Rusty Nails

75
57

BFMB's
Prime Time

7
0

Five Years Running
Flamin Bitches

110
38

Freemont
Rump Shakers

48
41

Sunday, February 21

Absolute
Too Hot To Handle

56
54

Too Short
34
Just Wanna Have Fun 20

Apathetic Mob
Three-Roy & Friends

39
30

Absolute
S.P.E.

96
64

Men of 3K
Don't Hurt Us

63
46

WCTOANFOBT
Slam Jammers

36
24

Copeland Tigers
Vitale's PTFs

58
46

57
Six Shooters
Three Roy and Freinds 55

Wapa. Warhogs
Sleestacks

45
32

Apathetic Mob
Too Hot toHandle

86
40

Hoops Baby
Nicateam

70
24

Apathetic Mob
S.P.E.

106
50

Rusty Nails
Flaimin Bitches

48
41

Absolute
Six Shooters

73
73

X-Men
Freemont

53
38

Five Years Running
Freemont

79
37

X-Men
Ramblers

65
53

Rump Shakers
Flaimin Bitches

44

45
34

Beer
Up andUnder

55
53

Bad Dogs
Beta Nu Phi

39
33

Snatch II
Divers I

45
42

Love Snot
Running Large

57
33

Old Men w/ an Att.
Nothin Nice

86
53

Bad Attitude
We Stink

54
18

Beer Light
Apathetic Mob

72
50

Robinson
CVFU

54
46

Bourbon Street
We Stink

7
0

Beer Light
Bottom of the Net

74
38

Elmo's Boys
Jailbirds

7
0

Divers II
Swish

76
72

Takin it to the Hoop
Huge Midgets

84
68

The Big 10
Delta Sigma Phi

88
37

Don't Matter
TK E B lue Devils

71
59

Stars and Stripes
Rim Reapers

68
54

Carrell

57
40

Citadel

88
57

TK E Red C u n s
Bashers

72
70

C V FU

attention
IM players!
Playoffs begin
this Sunday!
Leroy H ackley
will be setting up
tournament
brackets this week.
See him to find out
when you play.

P IE R S M A ’S

PHARMACY
3 Pharmacists to serve you, w ith fast,
friendly service and advice:

CARL
PIERSM A

M ARI
SM ITH

TAM M Y

SINN

FREE ADVICE WHENEVER
YOU NEED IT
Ask our pharmacist any questions, at any
time, on any of your health needs, non
prescription or prescription, vitamins,
remedies or other items.

QUESTIONS O N HEALTH
OR RELATED TOPICS?
Our Pharmacist can help you

STUDENT DISCOUNT
LOW D IS C O U N T PRICES
Call us at 453-4980 — We'll gladly
quote you a price on your prescription.
t

o

m

FAST, FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

35

Monday, February 15
Fubar's Last Stand
Gavenda

Thursday, February 18
Laetner Lackeys

77
38

Menof3K
Sleestacks

EASY PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFER SERVICE
Just bring us the bottle, we will do the rest.

tudents. Get a big cash break this
spring break at the Boynes. For just
$40 per day you get a midweek
night’s lodging, Sunday-Thursday
' and a daily, Monday-Friday lift
ticket—a savings of $20 to $40 over nor
mal rates.
Ride the new high-speed super chairs and 15
other lifts, ski the 4 dozen runs, shred the half
pipes, dip in the pools and party it up in the
lounges. All for $40 per
day, per person, double or
multiple occupancy.
So stash the books,
ack your gear and head
P
fc
or the Boynes this spring
break. JUST DO IT!

S lu m SPRING
BREAKSPECIAL
I Ins coupon entitles bearer and
all members of party to $40 per
person per day student special
rate, based on double or multiple
occupancy. Includes lodging and lilt, midweek. Offer gcxxJ tor
Sunday Thursday lodging and Monday Friday skiing until end
ot season. Subiect to availability.
You must present this coupon and current student I P at
time of check in at Boyne Mountain Mention "Spring Break
Special" when you call for advance reservations. .N'otgiwi in con
junction with other discount or special offers.
Name ol college or university_______________________________
Number in party___________________________________________
Is this your lirst trip to Bovne during spring break'' Yes__ N o___

fBoyneUSH
Bovne Mountain. Bovne Falls. MI 4d713
1 -8 0 0 -G O -B O Y N E .

While you're here, browse through our
large American Greeting Card and Gift
department, find your favorite cosmetics
from Revlon, Wet-N-Wild, Cover Girl and
more. Plus—school and office supplies,
jewelry, personal care appliances, photo
supplies, toys, candy and convenience
foods—and more! Find a large assortment
of Precious Moments and Dreamsicles
Collectables in our gift department.

PIERSMA PHARMACY, “your
full service drug store and
more, ”also provides:
• Utility Bill C ollection
• One Day Dry Cleaning Service
• C opy M achine Service— 15c
• Postage Stamps - U.S. Post O ffice Substation
• Large Selection o f G eneric Drugs
• Russell Stover C andy
• Next Day or Free Photo Finishing 6 Days a Week
• 10% Senior Citizen Prescription Discount
• Com puterized Prescription Records
• We ship U.P.S.

We accept most 3rd party insurance pro
grams including: Medicaid, BCBS, PCS,
PAID, MESSA, SET, Health Care Network,
Priority Health, Care Choices, Teamsters,
Aetna, Travelers, Medimet and others.
"YOUR FULL SE RVICE DRUG STO RE A N D M O R E ”

PHARMACY
6163 Lake Michigan Dr.
895-4358
Allendale
9-9 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.

VISA

